The Stats...

• **20 Years**: Time that the reptile sector has been the fastest growing part of the pet industry.
• **300 Million**: Value of the UK reptile pet trade.
• **1500**: Number of UK stores selling reptile pets.
• **20 Million**: Number of crickets produced in the UK each year for reptile live food.
• **10 Million**: Number of locusts produced in the UK each year for reptile live food.
• **2 Tonnes**: Amount of mealworms produced in the UK each year for reptile live food.
• **1 Million**: Number of frozen mice sold each week for snake food.
• **Over 2500**: Number of reptile vivariums sold each week.
• **1**: Number of phone calls required to secure your slice of the profits.

*Statistics courtesy of the Federation of British Herpetologists and The Reptile and Exotic Pet Trade Association.*
WELCOME TO KOMODO AND THE WORLD OF FASCINATING AND UNUSUAL PETS.

Reptile pet keeping is more popular than ever. Recent research* shows that there are now probably more reptile pets in the UK than there are dogs, with around 8 million reptiles in over a million households. As reptile keeping goes mainstream around the world, it is no surprise that more and more pet stores are catering for this growing industry sector.

Komodo reptile products are proven to perform:

**FOR REPTILES:**
reliable products to provide habitat enrichment and welfare benefits.

**FOR KEEPERS:**
equipment that looks great, is easy to install and simple to use.

**FOR RETAILERS:**
boost profits with our comprehensive range of Komodo products to cater for hobbyists of all levels.

OUR COMMITMENT
We are proud of our commitment to improving reptile pet care. We work hard to improve standards and provide greater benefits at every stage of the pet keeping process; from the development of our product range and our service to retailers to consumer satisfaction and improvements in reptile welfare. It’s important to us because we care.

- Maximise marketing potential with Komodo in-store merchandising and display
- Practical point-of-sale support and literature
- Instant information for you and your customers via the Komodo website
- Improve reptile know-how with Komodo in-store training days for your staff
- Increase footfall and sales potential with Komodo in-store reptile experience days for your customers
- Benefit from Komodo marketing and advertising campaigns to increase product awareness
- Regular sales support and advice from our dedicated team of Komodo representatives
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REPTILE EXPERTISE

INSTORE KOMODO REPTILE EXPERIENCE DAYS

Komodo experts
In your store
For your customers

Komodo offers a unique opportunity for your customers to meet reptiles up-close and hands-on.

+ INCREASED FOOTFALL
+ ENHANCED SALES OPPORTUNITIES
+ ADDED CUSTOMER LOYALTY
+ RAISED AWARENESS
+ GREAT SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT
+ MORE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

Our Komodo reptile experts are available for reptile experience events in your store, providing information and advice about all aspects of pet reptile care.

For more information or to arrange an event, CALL 0116 2602100 or speak to your Komodo representative.

RACKING DEALS
AVAILABLE IN 1, 2 OR 3 METRES

Deal includes everything required to create the perfect point of sale:
  Racking
  Edging
  Hooks
  Header Board and
  Products

**SAVE UP TO 40% ON INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS**
Racking Measures 57cm depth x 241cm height (inc. header board)

1M MODULAR SHELVING
Code: KOM01
Racking Measures 57cm depth x 241cm height (inc. header board)

2M MODULAR SHELVING
Code: KOM02
Racking Measures 57cm depth x 241cm height (inc. header board)

3M MODULAR SHELVING
Code: KOM03
Racking Measures 57cm depth x 241cm height (inc. header board)
**Diet & Complementary**

**Turtle & Terrapin Complete Mixed Diet**

Komodo’s complete mixed diet is suitable for all aquatic Turtles & Terrapins. Specifically formulated with a blend of pellets mixed with 5 natural insects, crustaceans & whole fish, providing a complete diet with the added benefit of natural colour boosting and high calcium.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83290</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>(7x6x6cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83291</td>
<td>100g</td>
<td>(10x9x9cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83292</td>
<td>240g</td>
<td>(14x14x13cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83293</td>
<td>500g</td>
<td>(17x17x16cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83294</td>
<td>3.5kg</td>
<td>(32x32x25cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pack Size: Individual

---

**Turtle & Terrapin Complete Floating Diet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83295</td>
<td>45g</td>
<td>(7x6x6cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83296</td>
<td>75g</td>
<td>(8x8x8.5cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83297</td>
<td>150g</td>
<td>(10x9x9cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pack Size: Individual

---

**Turtle & Terrapin Natural Treat Mix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83298</td>
<td>40g</td>
<td>(8x8x8.5cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83299</td>
<td>80g</td>
<td>(10x9x9cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pack Size: Individual

---

**Turtle & Terrapin Complete Sinking Diet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83300</td>
<td>80g</td>
<td>(7x6x6cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83301</td>
<td>170g</td>
<td>(8x8x8.5cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pack Size: Individual
A Pro-Biotic meal replacement powder for all fruit eating geckos such as Rhacodactylus, Phelsuma and Gekko, this powdered food is also very suitable for other species such as Anoles, Skinks & Chameleons.

**CRESTED GECKO COMPLETE DIET - TROPICAL FRUIT & INSECT**

Code: 83303  60g (17x11x2cm)
Pack Size: Individual

**CRESTED GECKO COMPLETE DIET - PAPAYA, BANANA & HONEY**

Code: 83304  60g (17x11x2cm)
Pack Size: Individual

**CRESTED GECKO COMPLETE DIET - WATERMELON & NECTAR**

Code: 83305  60g (17x11x2cm)
Pack Size: Individual

A Pro-Biotic gel based complete food formulated for Omnivorous species such as Bearded Dragons.

**Feeding Directions:** Simply mix 1 part powder with 2 parts boiling water, allow to cool & form a gel, chop into bite size pieces, increase or reduce the level of water to achieve the consistency required.

**JUVENILE BEARDED DRAGON COMPLETE GEL DIET**

Code: 83302  75g (17x11x2cm)
Pack Size: Individual
Diet & Complementary

A collection of dried flowers, fruits, leaves and berries - a perfectly natural treat for many reptiles.

Health is at the forefront of this new range with each mix providing specific benefits. With options to strengthen and support the digestive and immune system, others that help reduce stress and detoxify, and specific mixes for Tortoises and Bearded Dragons, there really is something that will benefit the health of every plant eating reptile.

**Tortoise Leaf Mix**
100g Code: 83227  
Size: 24x75x9cm  
Pack of 3

**Tortoise Flower Mix**
60g Code: 83228  
Size: 13x13x5cm  
Pack of 3

**Tortoise Fruit Mix**
80g Code: 83229  
Size: 24x75x9cm  
Pack of 3

**Bearded Dragon Mix**
80g Code: 83230  
Size: 24x75x9cm  
Pack of 3

**Nettle Leaf**
100g Code: 83231  
Size: 24x75x9cm  
Pack of 3

**Chamomile Flower**
60g Code: 83232  
Size: 13x13x5cm  
Pack of 3
Diet & Complementary

Our Komodo tortoise toppers are perfect for adding enrichment to your tortoises diet. Packed full of flowers, fruits and herbs. Simply sprinkle on top of your tortoises food to give your tortoise variety in it’s diet.

**Tortoise Topper Flower 35g**
- Code: 83306
- Size: 23x16x4cm
- Pack of 3

**Tortoise Topper Herbal 40g**
- Code: 83307
- Size: 23x16x4cm
- Pack of 3

**Tortoise Topper Fruit & Veg 50g**
- Code: 83308
- Size: 23x16x4cm
- Pack of 3

**Bearded Dragon Treat Mix 40g**
- Code: 83310
- Size: 23x16x4cm
- Pack of 3

**Tortoise Edible Bedding 10l**
- Code: 83309
- Size: 41x28x8cm
- Pack Size: Individual
Diet & Complementary

Every product in the Komodo range of reptile foods and supplements has been specially formulated to provide the right balance of nutrients.

Komodo tortoise diets are designed to provide a complete nutritional diet for popular species of pet tortoise. The diet is high in fibre with a calcium to phosphorous ratio of 3.5:1.

Our tortoise diets have been extensively tested to develop a range of flavours that tortoises love: Banana, Fruit and flower, Cucumber, Dandelion and Salad mix.

**Fruit & Flower Flavour Tortoise Diet**
- Code: U45331
- 170g (10x8x8cm)
- Code: U45332
- 340g (17.5x8x8cm)
- Code: U45333
- 680g (19x12x12cm)
- Code: 83203
- 2kg (23x20x23cm)
- Pack Size: Individual

**Dandelion Flavour Tortoise Diet**
- Code: U45311
- 170g (10x8x8cm)
- Code: U45312
- 340g (17.5x8x8cm)
- Code: U45313
- 680g (19x12x12cm)
- Code: 83201
- 2kg (23x20x23cm)
- Pack Size: Individual

**Banana Flavour Tortoise Diet**
- Code: U45301
- 170g (10x8x8cm)
- Code: U45302
- 340g (17.5x8x8cm)
- Code: U45303
- 680g (19x12x12cm)
- Code: 83200
- 2kg (23x20x23cm)
- Pack Size: Individual

**Salad Mix Flavour Tortoise Diet**
- Code: U45304
- 170g (10x8x8cm)
- Code: U45305
- 340g (17.5x8x8cm)
- Code: U45306
- 680g (19x12x12cm)
- Code: 83207
- 2kg (23x20x23cm)
- Pack Size: Individual

**Cucumber Flavour Tortoise Diet**
- Code: U45321
- 170g (10x8x8cm)
- Code: U45322
- 340g (17.5x8x8cm)
- Code: U45323
- 680g (19x12x12cm)
- Code: 83202
- 2kg (23x20x23cm)
- Pack Size: Individual
FEEDING & SUPPLEMENTS

ADVANCED

NUTRI - CAL
A COMPLETE MULTIVITAMIN SUPPLEMENT
FOR REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS WITH CA:D3

Nutri-Cal is a complete multivitamin, packed with a precise balance of key nutrients essential for reptile health. Scientifically formulated to aid in the prevention of metabolic bone disease. Nutri-Cal contains calcium, D3 and a broad complex of vitamins and minerals to support growth and long term well being. Nutri-Cal is an important tool in the feeding regime for the majority of tortoises and lizards. Designed for maximum adherence to live insects and fresh plant food.

Nutri-Cal can play an important part of reptile nutrition alongside a varied & healthy diet & correct basking temperatures. Together they are essential to enable proper & efficient digestion in reptiles.

It is advisable to always apply supplements to reptiles food at every meal. At times when Nutri-Cal is not being used, we recommend replacing it with Komodo's Calcium Dusting Powder.

Vitamin A supporting eye health
Vitamin B assisting overall fitness and wellbeing
Vitamin C aiding the immune system and providing natural antioxidants
Vitamin D helping the calcium absorption and lowering the risk of MBD
Vitamin E bolstering growth and tissue development

CRESTED GECKO DIET
PROVIDES A BALANCED & NUTRITIOUS DIET
SPECIFICALLY SELECTED ADVANCED FORMULA

Crested Geckos are one of the most popular pet lizards in the world, and it is easy to see why. They’re small, colourful, easy to keep and fun to observe, making them an ideal pet for today’s busy family.

Komodo’s Advanced Crested Gecko Diet is a complete food which contains all vital nutritional requirements. Calcium, Vitamin D3 and a broad spectrum of vitamins and minerals are finely balanced to create this diet. It has been designed and tested for maximum aroma and palatability to make a food which geckos will love.

This complete diet also eliminates the need to feed live insects, making Crested Geckos an ideal pet for customers who can’t stand bugs.

DID YOU KNOW...
Crested Geckos were thought to be extinct until 1994, when breeder hobbyists rediscovered them on the islands of New Caledonia. Thanks to captive breeding the Crested Gecko is now the 4th most prolifically produced lizard in the world.
FEEDING & SUPPLEMENTS

Wild reptiles will eat many different types of food and obtain a variety of nutrients from the different items they consume. In captivity it is necessary to replicate this range of nutrients by using nutritional supplements.

**PREMIUM VEGETABLE BOOSTER**
- Juvenile Bearded Dragons
- Code: U45200
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM VEGETABLE BOOSTER**
- Adult Bearded Dragons
- Code: U45202
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM LIVEFOODS BOOSTER**
- Bearded Dragons
- Code: U45204
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**CALCIFEROL SUPPLEMENT WITH VITAMIN D3**
- Bearded Dragons
- Code: U45408
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM COMPLETE DIET**
- Crested Geckos
- Code: U45212
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM COMPLETE DIET**
- Day Geckos
- Code: U45214
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM LIVEFOODS BOOSTER**
- Leopard Geckos
- Code: U45208
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM LIVEFOODS BOOSTER**
- Fat Tailed Geckos
- Code: U45222
- Pack Size: Individual
- 75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)
Komodo’s Premium Livefoods Booster products make it easy to choose the right one. Each supplement is specifically formulated to provide the nutrients needed for popular reptile and amphibian pets including an ideal mix of Vitamin D3, calcium and other nutrients to ensure safe and effective supplementation. With a range of products suited to specific species, your customers can’t go wrong.

**PREMIUM VEGETABLE BOOSTER**  
Tortoises  
Code: U45206  
Pack Size: Individual  
75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM LIVEFOODS BOOSTER**  
Chameleons  
Code: U45210  
Pack Size: Individual  
75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM LIVEFOODS BOOSTER**  
Tree Frogs  
Code: U45216  
Pack Size: Individual  
75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM BOOSTER**  
Feeder Insects  
Code: U45218  
Pack Size: Individual  
75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**PREMIUM LIVEFOODS BOOSTER**  
Amphibians  
Code: U45220  
Pack Size: Individual  
75g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**CALCITIN SUPPLEMENT**  
Herbivores  
Code: U45400  
Pack Size: Individual  
115g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**CALCITIN SUPPLEMENT**  
Carnivores  
Code: U45405  
Pack Size: Individual  
135g (approx. 9x4.5cm)

**CALCITIN DUSTING POWDER**  
Feeder Insects  
Code: U45410  
Pack Size: Individual  
200g (approx. 9.5x7cm)
FEEDING & SUPPLEMENTS

**CUTTLEBONE DISCS**
Code: 82801
Size: approx. 4cm
Pack of 12

**CUTTLEBONE DISCS CUCUMBER**
Code: 82802
Size: approx. 4cm
Pack of 12

**CUTTLEBONE**
Code: 82803
Size: approx. 4cm
Pack of 12

**REVITALIVE**
105g Code: U45440
Size: 16x8.5x4cm
Pack Size: Individual

**BEASTIE DRINK**
500ml Code: U45450
Size: 10x8.5x8.5cm
Pack Size: Individual

**BEASTIE BALLS**
Feeder Insects
330g Code: 83241
Size: (21x11)x5cm
Pack Size: Individual

Komodo's Beastie Feast provides a nourishing diet for many types of feeder insect helping to raise their nutritional value to similar levels as wild insects. Feeding live food is an important aspect of keeping any insectivorous reptile. Komodo’s Beastie Feast should be given to live food as least 24 hours before offering them to a reptile.

**BEASTIE FEAST HIGH QUALITY FOOD**
Feeder Insects
300g Code: 83240
Size: (10x8.5x8.5cm)
Pack Size: Individual
FEEDING & SUPPLEMENTS

JELLY POTS
Perfect for insects such as crickets, beetles, cockroaches and millipedes. Komodo’s Jelly Pots are a convenient way to provide well-nourished live food to reptiles. Used as part of a balanced diet, the convenient pot can simply be placed within the live food’s enclosure helping to keep them healthy which in turn provides reptiles with nutrient-packed insects. Can also be used as an occasional treat for nectar or fruit eating reptiles.

JELLY POTS JAR
Size: 19x12x12cm
Jar of 60

JELLY POTS REFILL PACK
Size: 24x22cm
30pc Refill Pack

Mixed Flavour
Jar of 60 Code: 83255
Refill Pack Code: 83273

Fruit Mix
Jar of 60 Code: 83261
Refill Pack Code: 83274

Melon
Jar of 60 Code: 83258
Refill Pack Code: 83281

Strawberry
Jar of 60 Code: 83254
Refill Pack Code: 83279

Brown Sugar
Jar of 60 Code: 83251
Refill Pack Code: 83276

Banana
Jar of 60 Code: 83250
Refill Pack Code: 83275

Honey
Jar of 60 Code: 83253
Refill Pack Code: 83278

Mango
Jar of 60 Code: 83256
Refill Pack Code: 83280

Classic
Jar of 60 Code: 83252
Refill Pack Code: 83277

Perfect for insects such as beetles, cockroaches and millipedes.

Mixed Flavour Clamshell 8 Pack
Code: 83263
Size: 17x11x13.5cm

Fruit Mix Clamshell 8 Pack
Code: 83264
Size: 17x11x13.5cm
**FEEDING & SUPPLEMENTS**

**CALCIUM JELLY POTS**
High quality food for Feeder Insects
Feeding live food or ‘Gut Loading’ is an important aspect of keeping any insectivorous reptile and Komodo’s Calcium Jelly provides an extra calcium boost for all types of feeder insect. Used as part of a balanced diet, the convenient pot can simply be placed within the live foods enclosure helping to keep them healthy which in turn provides your reptile with nutrient-packed insects. Can also be used as an occasional treat for nectar or fruit eating reptiles.

**CALCIUM JELLY POTS JAR OF 60**
Code: 83259
Size: 19x12x12cm

**CALCIUM JELLY POTS CLAMSHELL 8 PACK**
Code: 83272
Size: 17x11x3.5cm

**CALCIUM JELLY POTS REFILL PACK OF 30**
Code: 83282
Size: 24x22cm

**TWIN JELLY POT HOLDER**
Code: 83260
Size: 9.5x5.5x5.5cm
Pack Size: Individual

**FOREST JELLY POT HOLDER**
Code: 83262
Size: 10x4cm
Pack Size: Individual

**JELLY POT ROCK DEN**
Code: 82948
Code: 82949
Small (16x9x9cm)
Large (19x10.5x11cm)
Pack Size: Individual
FEEDING & WATER BOWLS

SMART DISH
Code: U45405
Size: 8x1.3x4cm
Pack Size: Individual

MEALWORM DISH
Code: 82604
Size: 8x8x2cm
Pack Size: Individual

TERRACED DISH SMALL
Code: 82910 Brown
Code: 82911 Grey
(18x15.5x4cm)
Pack Size: Individual

TERRACED DISH MEDIUM
Code: 82913 Brown
Code: 82914 Grey
(21x18x5cm)
Pack Size: Individual

TERRACED DISH LARGE
Code: 82916 Brown
Code: 82917 Grey
(26x25x5.5cm)
Pack Size: Individual

HABITAT ROCK BOWL
Code: U46400 Small (17.5x13.5x3cm)
Code: U46401 Medium (22.5x14.5x3cm)
Code: U46402 Large (27x16.5x3cm)
Pack Size: Individual

KIDNEY BOWLS
Code: 82600 Small (10x6x2cm)
Code: 82601 Medium (14x9x2.5cm)
Code: 82602 Large (16x11x3cm)
Code: 82603 XLarge (19.5x13x4cm)
Pack Size: Individual
ACCESSORIES

**SAND SCOOP**
Code: 82416
Size: 33x12x6cm
Pack of 3

**GLASS DOOR STRIP 30CM TWIN PACK**
Code: 82424
Size: 30x1cm
Pack Size: Individual

**CLAW CLIPPERS**
Code: 82415
Size: 9x5.5cm
Pack Size: Individual

**TURTLE RAMP**
Code: 82730
Size: 15.5x47cm
Pack Size: Individual

**TERRARIUM LOCK**
Code: 82420
Size: 12x2x3cm
Pack Size: Individual

**ADVANCED HABITAT LOCK**
Code: 82423
Size: 7.5x3x1cm
Pack Size: Individual

**REPTILE HAMMOCK**
Code: 82422
Size: 46x23cm
Pack Size: Individual

**ADJUSTABLE SNAKE HOOK**
Code: 82417
Size: 20 - 60cm
Pack Size: Individual
**REPTILE SCALES**

Code: 82425  
Size: 14x18x1.5cm  
Pack Size: Individual

Komodo Reptile Scales are a useful tool in helping maintain a healthy pet.

Used regularly they can assist in monitoring the weight of any reptile or if used with hatchlings and young reptiles, instil confidence that they are growing into a healthy adult. Also, can be used to measure the amount of food being offered.

- Suitable for any species up to 5kg / 11lbs  
- Easy to read digital display  
- Metric / imperial measure

---

**550ML SPRAY BOTTLE**

Code: U46630  
Size: 15x8x8cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**1.5L SPRAY BOTTLE**

Code: 82421  
Size: 30x12x12cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**PLASTIC FEEDING TONGS**

Code: 82410  
Size: 19.5x2.5cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**STAINLESS STEEL FEEDING TONGS STRAIGHT**

Code: 82411  
Code: 82413  
25cm (25x1cm)  
30cm (30x1cm)  
Pack Size: Individual

**STAINLESS STEEL FEEDING TONGS ANGLED**

Code: 82412  
Code: 82414  
25cm (25x1cm)  
30cm (30x1cm)  
Pack Size: Individual
BASIC KITS

Great for Chilean Rose, Pink Toe, Baboon, Costa Rican Zebra, Mexican Red Knee, Mexican Red Leg, Curly Hair, Red Rump and many more.

**SPIDER BASIC KIT**

Code: 83100  
Size: W40xD28xH24.5cm

**Kit Includes:**  
Terrarium  
Coconut Husk Substrate  
Dual Gauge  
Spray Bottle  
Coconut Den  
Kidney Dish

Great for hatchling Corn Snakes, King Snakes, Milk Snakes, Rat Snakes, Garter Snakes, Western Hognose Snakes and many more.

**HATCHLING BASIC KIT**

Code: 83101  
Size: W40xD28xH16.5cm

**Kit Includes:**  
Terrarium  
Aspen Substrate  
Thermometer  
Heat Mat  
Habitat Bark  
Kidney Dish

All the essentials to set-up & keep pet millipedes. Ideal for beginners, and great for children, just add your own decoration. Easy to set up and easy to clean.

**MILLIPEDE BASIC KIT**

Code: 83102  
Size: W40xD28xH24.5cm

**Kit Includes:**  
Terrarium  
Orchid Bark Forest Terrain Substrate  
Dual Gauge  
Spray Bottle  
Habitat Bark  
Kidney Dish
**BASIC KITS**

All you need to provide a perfect home for a Giant African Land Snail. Ideal for beginners, and great for children, just add your own decoration. Easy to set up and easy to clean.

**GIANT AFRICAN LAND SNAIL BASIC KIT**

Code: 83103  
Size: W40xD28xH16.5cm

**Kit Includes:**  
- Terrarium  
- Tropical Terrain Compact Brick  
- Dual Gauge  
- Spray Bottle  
- Kidney Dish

Amphibians come in a variety of forms. This basic kit is great for juvenile and certain adults for many of the most popular animals including Horned Frogs, tree frogs, toads and salamanders.

**AMPHIBIAN BASIC KIT**

Code: 83105  
Size: W40xD28xH16.5cm

*Note: Depending on species, additional items may need to be purchased separately.*
STARTER KITS

The correct temperature and the right substrate are important considerations for invertebrate enclosures, so this starter kit is a great choice for most popular spiders and scorpions.

SPIDER / SCORPION STARTER KIT

Code: U45100
Size: W40xD30xH35cm
Top Opening

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.

As a terrestrial lizard, leopard geckos love a heated enclosure and plenty of places to hide. Equipped with heat mat, shelter and nutritional supplement.

LEOPARD GECKO STARTER KIT

Code: U45101
Size: W40xD30xH35cm
Front & Top Opening

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.
STATER KITS

Ideal for many of the popular snake species and includes all of the equipment to provide the necessary thermal gradient. Perfect for hatching Corn Snakes, King Snakes, Hognose Snakes and many other colubrid species.

CORN SNAKE STARTER KIT

Code: U45102
Size: W40xD30xH33cm
Top Opening

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.

This enclosure contains everything needed to get started with Crested Geckos. The enclosure is suitable for young geckos right through to adulthood and can be custom designed with decor from the Komodo range.

CRESTED GECKO STARTER KIT

Code: U45105
Size: W50xD30xH40cm
Front & Top Opening

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.
STATER KITS

Young Royal Pythons need plenty of shelter and a substrate that can handle a little humidity. The Royal Python Starter Kit is suitable for hatchlings and young snakes up to around one year of age.

ROYAL PYTHON STARTER KIT

Code: U45106
Size: W50xD30xH40cm
Front & Top Opening

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.

This starter kit is ideal for young turtles in the care of hobbyists with some reptile keeping experience. Musk Turtles, Mud Turtles and Reeves Turtles are amongst the most popular and suitable pet species.

TERRAPIN STARTER KIT

Code: U45110
Size: W50xD40xH40cm
Top Opening

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.
The new Starter Amphibian Kit contains all the essential elements to create and maintain a naturalistic environment for many species of frogs, toads and salamanders. The Komodo Glass Terrarium will hold water up to the ventilation panel making it ideal even for those species that enjoy a larger water to land aspect.

**AMPHIBIAN STARTER KIT**

Code: 83106  
Size: W40xD30xH135cm  
Top Opening

*Note: Depending on species, additional items may need to be purchased separately.*

*Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.*
ADVANCED KITS

This Advanced Enclosure Kit is ideal for adult Bearded Dragons.

These friendly, quirky and personable lizards make great pets. Bearded Dragons are a fantastic choice for anyone looking for a pet with a difference. They’re more than happy to be handled and seem to relish interaction with their keepers, making them a charming and fascinating pet for any home. Everybody loves Bearded Dragons.

BEARDED DRAGON ADVANCED KIT

Code: U45191
Size: W100xD45xH50cm
Front & Top Opening

Kit Includes:
- Terrarium
- Set up guide
- Electronics
- Heat Mat
- Thermometer x2
- Deep Dome
- Reflector
- UVB tube
- Spot Bulb
- Starter Ballast
- Thermostat
- Décor
- Habitat Bark
- Coconut Terrain
- Hanging Vine x2
- Nutrition
- Rock Bowl
- Premium Livefood Booster

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.

This Advanced Enclosure Kit is ideal for tortoises up to 200mm shell length.

Even people who don’t like reptiles seem to love tortoises. Perhaps that’s why they’re such a popular reptile pet. Among the most long living creatures on earth they are surprisingly active and like people, develop their own personality - some keepers will swear that their tortoise recognises them. For families willing to make that lifetime commitment, a tortoise can make an interesting and amusing pet.

TORTOISE ADVANCED KIT

Code: U45190
Size: W100xD45xH50cm
Front & Top Opening

Kit Includes:
- Terrarium
- Set up guide
- Electronics
- Heat Mat
- Thermometer x2
- Deep Dome
- Reflector
- UVB tube
- Spot Bulb
- Starter Ballast
- Thermostat
- Décor
- Habitat Bark
- Calcium & Moss
- CaCo3 Desert Terrain
- Tropical Terrain Nutrition
- Complete Tortoise Food

- Food Dish & Water Dish
- Premium Tortoise Vegetable Diet
- Nutri-Cal

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.
ADVANCED KITS

Corn Snakes are by far the most popular snake for first-time reptile keepers. They are renowned for their docile temperament and simple maintenance. Capable of a lifespan of up to 20 years, and able to reach lengths of 6ft, and available in a bewildering array of colours, it’s no wonder they’re so popular. Corn snakes can truly become an intriguing addition to any household. This Advanced Enclosure Kit contains everything an adult Corn Snake needs.

CORN SNAKE ADVANCED KIT

Code: U45170
Size: W70xD40xH50cm
Front & Top Opening

Kit Includes:
- Terrarium
- Set up guide
- Electronics
- Heat Mat
- Thermometer x2
- Deep Dome Reflector
- Spot Bulb
- Thermostat Décor
- Habitat Bark
- Aspen Bedding
- Nutrition
- Kidney Dish

Leopard Geckos are a favourite choice for anyone looking to develop their knowledge in lizard keeping and are the most popular of all pet reptiles. They’re small, easy to handle and simple to care for; the ideal modern pet. With minimal maintenance, they are ideal for a novice keeper and with regular, gentle handling can become a wonderfully rewarding pet for any home. This Advanced Kit contains everything for Leopard Geckos from hatchling to adulthood.

LEOPARD GEcko ADVANCED KIT

Code: U45160
Size: W60xD30xH45cm
Front & Top Opening

Kit Includes:
- Terrarium
- Set up guide
- Electronics
- Heat Mat
- Thermometer x2
- Lighting Dome
- Spot Bulb
- Thermostat Décor
- Habitat Bark
- Habitat Moss
- Coconut Terrain
- Nutrition
- Kidney Dish
- Premium Livefood Booster
- Nutri-Cal

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional decor that can be purchased separately.
ECOLOGY KITS

ECOLOGY TORTOISE TABLE KIT
Code: 83104
Size: 90x45x21cm
Table stand not included

CREATE THE OPTIMUM ECO-SYSTEM FOR YOUR TORTOISE.
- Easy to assemble
- Hygienic & easy to clean
- Optional stand available

* Contents may vary and example image shows additional décor that can be purchased separately.

Kit Includes:
- Tortoise Table
- Comprehensive set up guide
Electronics
- Heat Mat
- Thermostat
- Thermometer x2
- Dome Lamp
- UVB tube & Reflector
- Spot Bulb
- Light Stand
Décor
- Habitat Mass
- Tortoise Eco Terrain
- Flexi Stix Medium
Nutrition
- Complete Tortoise Food
- Food Dish & Water Dish
- Nutri-Cal

ECOLOGY TORTOISE TABLE
Code: 82150
Size: 90x45x21cm / 35.4”x17.7”x8.2”

ECOLOGY TORTOISE TABLE STAND
Code: 82151
Size: 79.6x40.6x64.5cm / 31.3”x15.9”x25.3”
ECOLOGY HABITATS

Wooden habitats are the most popular type of reptile enclosure in the UK today, with over 1000 being sold each week. Komodo’s Ecology Reptile Habitats’ innovative design features combine high performance and easy installation.

Our easy-assemble flat packs are simple to store and transport, and they’re available in sizes to suit the most popular pet-reptile species.

Create the optimum eco-system for your Reptile
- Easy to assemble
- Superior design air flow system
- Easy installation
- Longer lasting
- Practical stacking solution

CLEVER DESIGN FOR SUPERIOR AIR FLOW

Komodo Reptile Habitats have ventilation installed in each side panel of the unit, providing better airflow than most traditional vivarium designs.

With ventilation on the side, rather than on the back, our habitats can be positioned against walls, as indeed most are, without impeding the flow of air through the vents.

Improved air flow helps to prevent the build up of CO² (carbon dioxide) and harmful pathogens.

ECOLOGY HABITAT

Code: 82146
Size: 120x60x80cm
Pack Size: Individual
EASY INSTALLATION
Easy access for electrical cables and thermostat probes means no more unsightly drill holes. Customers can even fit larger items by easy removal and replacement of the top panel.

LONGER LASTING
Reptile Ecology Habitats are made from high-quality veneered MDF for better insulation and increased durability, compared with traditional chipboard vivs. Panels are fixed together using stronger fittings at more regular intervals to provide a super-secure construction.

PEACE OF MIND
Safety glass sliding doors aren’t just for easy access and great visibility. In case of an accident, our precision fitted safety glass will not shatter, or shard, eliminating risks for both the keeper and the pet.

PRACTICAL STACKING SOLUTION
Non-slip feet allow Ecology Reptile Habitats to be stacked, making them safe in situ and ideal for the hobbyist with multiple enclosures.
PLASTIC TERRARIUMS
Komodo Plastic Terrariums have many different uses. They can be used for transporting reptiles and livefood, make ideal full time spider enclosures and they’re great as hatchling tubs to house baby reptiles too.

Code: 82130
Size: 19x12x13.55cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82131
Size: 24.5x17x17cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82132
Size: 31x31x21cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82134
Size: 39x25x24.5cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82133
Size: 39x25x16.5cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82135
Size: 48x31x18cm
Pack size: individual
ADVANCED HABITATS
The Komodo Advanced Habitats are ideal for reptiles or amphibians. The front opening doors allow easy access for maintenance and feeding. The front lock catch will prevent escape and the doors can be opened separately. The full screen top ventilation allows UVB and infrared penetration, and is completely removable or can be hinged for easy access while decorating or cleaning. On the back of the top screen are 4 closable wire or tube inlets on both sides to install Heat mats, internal filters, sensors, etc. inside the habitat. The fixed front window is ideal for layers of substrates (burrowing reptiles) or semi-aquatic species.

ADVANCED NANO HABITAT
Code: 82121  Size: 21x21x20cm
Code: 82122  Size: 21x21x30cm
Code: 82123  Size: 30x30x32cm

ADVANCED HABITAT
Code: 82124  Size: 30x30x45cm
Code: 82125  Size: 45x45x45cm
Code: 82126  Size: 60x45x45cm
Code: 82127  Size: 90x45x45cm
Code: 82128  Size: 90x45x60cm
Code: 82129  Size: 60x45x90cm
Code: 82138  Size: 45x45x60cm
CLOSABLE INLETS FOR WIRES AND/OR TUBING
Helps to prevent the escape of even the smallest insect.

MESH COVER
Full mesh top ventilation allows UVB and infrared penetration.

LOCK TO PREVENT ESCAPE
The doors can be opened separately.

WATERPROOF BASE
Ideal for humid habitats and semi-aquatic species.

FRONT WINDOW VENTILATION
Increased ventilation to reduce build up of CO2 and other harmful pathogens.

ADVANCED HABITAT LOCK
Code: 82423
Size: 7.5x3x1 cm
Pack size: individual

SHELF READY PACKAGING
Clear and eye catching packaging showing all features and benefits.

Secure combination lock.
**EASY ASSEMBLE GLASS TERRARIUM**

Conveniently supplied in flat pack form our easy to assemble Black Glass Terrariums are a design classic. The combination of functional design with a visually attractive gloss finish makes them a stylish choice and ideal for keeping a variety of reptiles.

As with all Komodo Glass Terrariums, the water tight base and superior ventilation also makes them an ideal choice for keeping amphibians.

**Prevention clips help to prevent the escape of even the smallest insect.**

**Watershut base is ideal for humid habitats and semi-aquatic species.**

**All front opening habitats include a sliding glass lock.**

**Removable Mesh Top & Side Vent**
- Increased ventilation to reduce build up of CO$_2$ and other harmful pathogens
- Easy access for trouble free maintenance
- Easy installation of heating and lighting appliances

---

**Code: 82102**
- Size: 45x45x45cm
- Pack size: individual

**Code: 82103**
- Size: 45x45x60cm
- Pack size: individual

**Code: 82104**
- Size: 60x45x45cm
- Pack size: individual

**Code: 82105**
- Size: 60x45x60cm
- Pack size: individual

**Code: 82106**
- Size: 90x45x45cm - Pack size: individual

**Code: 82107**
- Size: 90x45x60cm - Pack size: individual
This practical and strong terrarium has been designed specifically for arboreal Chameleons. The all metal mesh surround allows superior ventilation whilst front glass sliding doors still allow good visibility and the watertight base allows live plants to be kept to fully enrich the chameleons environment.

**Key Features:**
- All metal mesh surround – allows superior ventilation to meet the specific needs of chameleons
- Water tight base – live plants can be kept to enrich the chameleons environment
- Terrarium comes flat packed and is easy to assemble

All of this, combined with the features of the standard Komodo Glass Terrarium, creates a highly functional, and striking enclosure for any arboreal Chameleon.

**CHAMELEON EASY ASSEMBLE TERRARIUM**

Code: 82120
Size: 76x46x91cm

**PRE-ASSEMBLED GLASS HABITATS**

With its black satin finish and sliding front design, the pre-assembled Komodo habitat provides a suitable enclosure for many reptiles. Available in a variety of sizes and maintaining the high quality functional design of all Komodo terrariums, they provide a rapid solution to setting up a new habitat.

**FRONT/ TOP OPENING HABITATS**

**Code:** U45001  
Size: 40x30x35cm  
**Code:** U45012  
Size: 50x30x40cm  
**Code:** U45022  
Size: 60x30x45cm  
**Code:** U45032  
Size: 70x40x50cm  
**Code:** U45052  
Size: 100x45x50cm

**TOP OPENING HABITATS**

**Code:** U45061  
Size: 40x30x35cm  
**Code:** U45071  
Size: 50x40x40cm
Housing

Nano Habitats
Komodo's Nano Habitats are ideal for creating environments for many types of invertebrates, hatchlings, snakes and amphibians. They can be stacked to create a visually stunning display of habitats and their special raised bases means that each habitat will still be well ventilated. Available in four sizes with a waterproof base, they feature a secure sliding mesh lid and are easy to clean.

Replacement lids available:
Code: 82136 Size: 21x21 cm
Code: 82137 Size: 31x31 cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82118
Size: 31x31x30 cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82110
Size: 21x21x30 cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82111
Size: 31x31x20 cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82109
Size: 21x21x20 cm
Pack size: individual

Code: 82108
Size: 21x21x15 cm
Pack size: individual
DAILY LIGHTING

BASKING SPOT BULB
A specially designed basking lamp, ideal for tropical and desert species.

Komodo Basking Spot Bulbs provide a perfect heating and lighting source for any diurnal species of reptile, amphibian or invertebrate.

90% of the energy used by this bulb is emitted as beneficial warming infrared rays, efficiently directing heat at the desired basking location providing optimal thermoregulation within your animal.

Focused beam directs heat efficiently towards the basking site

Emit up to 90% of power as beneficial infrared heat rays

Optimum heat source for efficient thermoregulation & metabolism

Moderate output of UVA rays stimulate appetite and the immune system

Can be thermostatically controlled for safer use

Basking Spot Bulb Screw
50w Code: 82230 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
75w Code: 82231 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
100w Code: 82232 | Size: 9x12x9cm
150w Code: 82233 | Size: 10x15x10cm

Basking Spot Bulb Bayonet
50w Code: 82234
75w Code: 82235
100w Code: 82236
150w Code: 82237

NEODYMIUM DAYLIGHT BULB
A daylight lamp for reptiles.

Daylight Spot Bulbs are produced using glass that has been impregnated with a type of ‘rare earth’ known as neodymium, which gives the glass a blue hue.

When neodymium is present in the glass of a spot bulb it filters out yellow light produced by normal spot bulbs, this then creates a whiter light that is more natural in appearance.

Neodymium filtered light can also enhance the appearance of greens and reds within an enclosure.

Neodymium coating reduces yellow for a whiter daytime light

Emit up to 90% of power as beneficial warming infrared rays

Optimum heat source for efficient thermoregulation & metabolism

Moderate output of UVA rays stimulate appetite and the immune system

Daylight Bulb Screw
50w Code: 82210 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
75w Code: 82211 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
100w Code: 82212 | Size: 9x12x9cm
150w Code: 82213 | Size: 10x15x10cm

Daylight Bulb Bayonet
50w Code: U45710
75w Code: U45712
100w Code: U45713
150w Code: U45714
DAYTIME LIGHTING

HALOGEN SPOT BULBS
Ideal for sun-loving diurnal species that are active during the day.

Provides more heat and a more intense white light for a high intensity sunspot

Produces more intense UVA heat rays

Provides a hot white light for brighter, warmer day times

Highly efficient - longer life & less power consumption

Emits up to 90% of power as beneficial intense infrared rays

Optimum heat source for efficient thermoregulation & metabolism

Good output of UVA rays stimulates appetite and the immune system

Can be thermostatically controlled for safer use

Komodo Halogen spot bulbs are suitable for use with an appropriate thermostat such as the Komodo 600w Dimming Thermostat.

Halogen Spot Bulb Screw
35w Code: 82240 | Size: 6.5x8.5x6.5cm
50w Code: 82241 | Size: 7x8.5x7cm
75w Code: 82242 | Size: 9x12x9cm
100w Code: 82243 | Size: 10x13x10cm

THERMOSTAT DIMMING 600W
The most popular and versatile thermostat. Code: 82322

Precision is paramount when using any thermostatically controlled heat source, and our Dimming Thermostat is guaranteed to maintain the required temperature to within 1 degree celsius from around the probe. The soft dimming setting enables a natural heat and light control which precisely monitors air and surface temperatures for an accurate thermal gradient.

How they work: These stats are often used with spotlight bulbs, although they are suitable for use with any type of heater. The temperature is controlled by increasing or decreasing power to the heater incrementally, if the temperature in the vivarium is too warm it supplies less power and so the light will dim. If it is too cool then the stat will supply more power, therefore brightening the bulb to provide more heat.

SEE PAGE 53 FOR OUR FULL RANGE
NOCTURNAL LIGHTING

INFRARED SPOT BULB
The ideal 24 hour infrared heat source for reptiles.

Great for daytime and night time, providing the same heat output with a more subtle lighting shade. The ideal 24 hour infrared heat source for reptiles.

- Soft red light for restful heating
- Emits up to 90% of power as beneficial infrared rays
- Optimum heat source for efficient thermoregulation & metabolism
- Moderate output of UVA rays stimulate appetite and the immune system
- Can be thermostatically controlled for safer use

Komodo Infrared Spot Bulbs are suitable for use with an appropriate thermostat such as the Komodo 600w dimming thermostat.

Infrared Spot Bulb Screw
- 50w Code: 82220 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
- 75w Code: 82221 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
- 100w Code: 82222 | Size: 9x12x9cm
- 150w Code: 82223 | Size: 10x15x10cm

Infrared Spot Bulb Bayonet
- 50w Code: U45740
- 75w Code: U45742
- 100w Code: U45743
- 150w Code: U45744

MOONLIGHT BULB
Ideal night time bulbs, providing the same heat output with a gentle blue light.

Komodo Moonlight Bulbs are deep purple almost black producing very low levels of light whilst still providing essential heat making them an ideal heat source for nocturnal species of reptiles, amphibians or invertebrates. These bulbs enable night time viewing of traditionally shy and elusive species.

- 90% of the energy used by this bulb is emitted as beneficial warming infrared rays, efficiently directing heat at the desired basking location providing optimal thermoregulation within your animal. Komodo Moonlight Bulbs are suitable for use with an appropriate thermostat such as the Komodo 600w dimming thermostat.

- Soft light provides a peaceful moonlight glow
- Emits up to 90% of power as beneficial IRA heat rays
- Optimum heat source for efficient thermoregulation & metabolism
- Can be thermostatically controlled for safer use

Moonlight Bulb Screw
- 50w Code: 82250 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
- 75w Code: 82251 | Size: 6.5x10.5x6.5cm
- 100w Code: 82252 | Size: 9x12x9cm
- 150w Code: 82253 | Size: 10x15x10cm
ALL-IN-ONE UV LIGHTING

SOLAR D3 UV BASKING BULB
Ideal for Tropical & Desert Reptiles.

The Komodo Solar D3 UV Basking Bulb provides strong amounts of UVA, UVB, visible light and heat in a single lamp. Excellent for species which are Open or Partial sun baskers (Zone 3) and Mid-day sun baskers (Zone 4). Useful in large enclosures for Occasional baskers (Zone 2). Installs in seconds in any correct wattage ceramic E5 fitting or reflector. Choice of 80w, 125w or 160w for all size enclosures. Perfect for naturalistic habitats where animals can photoregulate and thermoregulate to their individual needs.

- Aids in the prevention of MBD
- Contributes to overall health and wellbeing
- Delivers UVA, UVB, light and heat
- Enables Vitamin D3 uptake
- Mercury Vapour lamp technology
- Simulates natural sunlight

FIND THE CORRECT ZONE FOR YOUR REPTILE:

- Zone 1 NOT SUITABLE Crepuscular or shade dweller, Thermal conformer
- Zone 2 NOT SUITABLE Partial Sun / Occasional Basker, Thermoregulator
- Zone 3 Open or partial sun basker, Thermoregulator
- Zone 4 Mid-day sun basker, Thermoregulator

- Crested Gecko
- Fat Tailed Gecko
- Leopard Gecko
- King Snake
- Corn Snake
- Royal Python
- Water Dragon
- Day Gecko
- Green Iguana
- Veiled Chameleon
- Horton’s Tortoise
- Mediterranean Tortoise
- Bearded Dragon
- Boa Constrictor
- Uromastyx Genus

SOLAR D3 UV BASKING BULB
80w Code: 82297 | Size: 12.5x16.5x12cm
125w Code: 82298 | Size: 14x17x14cm
160w Code: 82299 | Size: 14x17x14cm

OPTIMAL LEVELS OF UVB & UVA

Provides the benefits of natural sunlight

HELPs PREVENT METABOLIC BONE DISEASE

LARGE SPECTRUM RATING

UVB 5
REPTILE VISION 4
HUMAN VISION 4
INFRARED 4

Komodo®
2% UVB LIGHTING

NATURAL SUNLIGHT 2% UVB
for fuller spectrum daytime light.

Ideal for species with LOW UVB needs such as Blue Tongue Skink, Tokay Gecko and Plated Lizards.

Ideal for reptiles not requiring high levels of UVB
High output of UVA rays promotes vision, appetite and the immune system
UVB enables production of vitamin D3 for healthy bones
Bright, cool, white light output, with excellent colour rendition
Linear design distributes light widely and evenly

COMPACT UVB LAMP
Compact lamps are suitable for smaller species. If the animal’s entire body will not fit in the beam a tube is more appropriate form of lighting.

Compact design saves space & energy
Energy & light efficient, less power demand than tubes
E27 screw cap fitting. No ballast required, use horizontally

UVB TUBE
UVB tubes are the most popular choice of UVB lighting. They are suitable for all reptile species that require UVB in all but the largest enclosure sizes.

Fluorescent T8 Bulb UVB 2%
10w Code: 82280 - 35x3cm
15w Code: 82281 - 45x3cm
18w Code: 82282 - 60x3cm
25w Code: 82283 - 75x3cm

FIND THE CORRECT ZONE FOR YOUR REPTILE:

ZONE 1
Crepuscular or shade dweller,
Thermal conformer

ZONE 2
Partial Sun / Occasional Basker,
Thermoregulator

ZONE 3
Open or partial sun basker,
Thermoregulator

ZONE 4
Mid-day run basker,
Thermoregulator

CRESTED GECKO
FAT TAILED GECKO
LEOPARD GECKO
KING SNAKE
CORN SNAKE
ROYAL PYTHON
WATER DRAGON
DAY GECKO
GREEN IGUANA
VEREID CHAMELEON
HORSEFIELDS TORTOISE
MEDITERRANEAN TORTOISE
BEARDED DRAGON
BOSC MONITOR
UROMASTYX GENUS
5% UVB LIGHTING

FOREST SUNLIGHT
5% UVB TUBE
for forest and shade reptile species.

Ideal for species with MODERATE UVB needs such as Yemen Chameleon, Panther Chameleon, Day Geckos, Argentine Tegu, Water Dragon, Anoles.

For reptiles requiring moderate levels of UVB
High levels of UVA rays promote vision, appetite and the immune system
UVB enables production of vitamin D3 for healthy bones
Bright, cool, white light output with excellent colour rendition
Linear design distributes light widely and evenly

COMPACT UVB LAMP

Compact lamps are suitable for smaller species. If the animal’s entire body will not fit in the beam a tube is more appropriate form of lighting.

Compact design saves space & energy
Energy & light efficient, less power demand than tubes
E27 screw cap fitting. No ballast required, use horizontally

UVB TUBE

UVB tubes are the most popular choice of UVB lighting. They are suitable for all reptile species that require UVB in all but the largest enclosure sizes.

Fluorescent T8 Bulb UVB 5%
10w Code: 82286 - 35x3cm
15w Code: 82287 - 45x3cm
18w Code: 82288 - 60x3cm
25w Code: 82289 - 75x3cm

FIND THE CORRECT ZONE FOR YOUR REPTILE:

ZONE 1
Crepuscular or shade dweller,
Thermal conformer

ZONE 2
Partial Sun / Occasional Basker,
Thermoregulator

ZONE 3
Open or partial sun basker,
Thermoregulator

ZONE 4
Mid day run basker,
Thermoregulator

CRESTED GECKO
FAT TAILED GECKO
LEOPARD GECKO
KING SNAKE
CORN SNAKE
ROYAL PYTHON
WATER DRAGON
DAY GECKO
GREEN IGUANA
VEILED CHAMELEON
HORSFIELDS TORTOISE
MEDITERRANEAN TORTOISE
BEARDED DRAGON
BOSC MONITOR
UROMASTYX GENUS
10% UVB LIGHTING

DEsert SUN
10% UVB TUBE
for desert reptile species exposed to strong sunlight.

Ideal for species with HIGH UVB needs such as Bearded Dragon, Frilled Dragon, Horsfield’s Tortoise, Hermann’s Tortoise, Green Iguana, Collared Lizards, Musk Turtle, Mud Turtle, Spiny Tailed Monitor, Uromastyx.

- For reptiles requiring higher levels of UVB
- High levels of UVA rays promote vision, appetite and the immune system
- UVB enables production of vitamin D3 for healthy bones
- Cool white light output with excellent colour rendition
- Linear design distributes light widely and evenly

COMPACT UVB LAMP

Compact lamps are suitable for smaller species. If the animal’s entire body will not fit in the beam a tube is more appropriate form of lighting.

- Compact design saves space & energy
- Energy & light efficient, less power demand than tubes
- E27 screw cap fitting. No ballast required, use horizontally

UVB TUBE

UVB tubes are the most popular choice of UVB lighting. They are suitable for all reptile species that require UVB in all but the largest enclosure sizes.

- Compact Lamp UVB 10%
  - 15w UVB 10.0 Code: 82274
  - 26w UVB 10.0 Code: 82275
  - Size: 7x15x7cm

- Fluorescent T8 Bulb UVB 10%
  - 10w Code: 82292 - 35x3cm
  - 15w Code: 82293 - 45x3cm
  - 18w Code: 82294 - 60x3cm
  - 25w Code: 82295 - 75x3cm

FIND THE CORRECT ZONE FOR YOUR REPTILE:

- **ZONE 1**
  - Crepuscular or shade dweller, Thermal conformer
- **ZONE 2**
  - Partial Sun / Occasional Basker, Thermoregulator
- **ZONE 3**
  - Open or partial sun basker, Thermoregulator
- **ZONE 4**
  - Mid-day sun basker, Thermoregulator
  - CRESTED GECKO
  - FAT TAILED GECKO
  - LEOPARD GECKO
  - KING SNAKE
  - CORN SNAKE
  - ROYAL PYTHON
  - WATER DRAGON
  - DAY GECKO
  - GREEN IGUANA
  - VEILED CHAMELEON
  - HORSEFIELDS TORTOISE
  - MEDITERRANEAN TORTOISE
  - BEARDED DRAGON
  - BOSC MONITOR
  - UROMASTYX GENUS
LIGHTING FIXTURES

T8 FLUORESCENT LIGHTING CONTROLLER

Our compact, slimline, electronic ballasts provide continuous power to fluorescent tubes preventing the usual flickering which occurs with magnetic alternatives. Suitable for all habitats and terrariums, they have a vented cover to prevent overheating.

Available for Komodo UVB Sun Strip Tubes of all sizes - 2%, 5% and 10%

Electronic ballast to prevent flickering seen with other fluorescent holders

Compact and slim

T8 Lighting Controller
10w Code: 82350
15w Code: 82351
18w Code: 82352

Unit Size: 28x5.5x4cm
Plug Cable Size: 135cm
Fixture Cable size 147cm

T8 REFLECTOR

Our T8 Reflectors help to double the UVB output of any UVB light tubes. By reflecting all light from the tube back into the terrarium, they ensure that 100% of the light is utilised.

Suitable for all Komodo fluorescent UVB tubes - 2%, 5% and 10%

Available in all sizes

T8 Reflector
10w Code: 82315 - 29x8.5x4.5cm
15w Code: 82316 - 40x8.5x4.5cm
18w Code: 82317 - 55x8.5x4.5cm
25w Code: 82318 - 70x8.5x4.5cm

Doubles UVB Output
**ALUMINUM REFLECTOR DOME**
Light and heat reflecting metal dome.

The Komodo Aluminum Reflector Dome is highly reflective which maximises UVA and UVB light and focuses heat directly into a reptile, amphibian or insects habitat. The heat and UV resistant ceramic fitting is perfect for mercury vapour, compact and incandescent lamps as well as ceramic heaters up to 150W and is ideal for tortoise tables and mesh top glass terrariums. Comes complete with an on/off switch and fixing clamp.

Maximises UVA and UVB light
Focuses heat directly into the habitat
For use with all E27 screw lamps and heat emitters upto 150w

Aluminium Reflector Dome
**60w Code: 82337** - 18x14x14cm
**150w Code: 82338** - 19x21x21cm
Plug Cable Size: 172cm

**DEEP REFLECTOR DOME**
Light and heat reflecting metal dome.

The Komodo Deep Reflector Dome has a highly reflective alloy interior which maximises UVA and UVB light and focuses heat directly into a reptile, amphibian or insects habitat. The heat and UV resistant ceramic fitting is perfect for mercury vapour, compact and incandescent lamps as well as ceramic heaters up to 200W and is ideal for tortoise tables, mesh top glass terrariums or larger wooden vivariums. Comes complete with an on/off switch and fixing clamp.

Maximises UVA and UVB light
Focuses heat directly into the habitat
For use with all E27 screw lamps and heat emitters upto 200w

Deep Reflector Dome
**200w Code: 82333** - 22x21x21cm
Plug Cable Size: 172cm
LIGHTING & HEATING FIXTURES

DOME CLAMP LAMP FIXTURE

The Dome Clamp Lamp fixture is a highly reflective aluminium dome which increases UVB and UVA output. Suitable for use with all E27 screw lamps and heat emitters. The multidirectional clamp fits in corners and helps to flexibly direct heat and light. Contains a heat resistant ceramic fitting.

- Versatile multi-directional pivoting clamp
- Heat resistant ceramic screw fit lamp holder
- Reflective aluminium dome maximises UVB output
- Suitable for screw fit bulbs up to 60W (14cm) and 150W (21cm)

Black Dome Lamp Fixture
60w Code: 82301 - 15x15x15cm
150w Code: 82302 - 17x22x22cm
Plug Cable Size: 172cm

LIGHT STANDS

Komodo’s Light Stands are a secure and easy way to provide a heat or light source to any open top habitat and are especially suitable for tortoise tables. The heavy bottom plate slides easily under the habitat and keeps the bracket in place so that the chosen lamp holder can be placed on the hook. Tightening bolts are used to adjust the height of the stand and the width of the top arm making it a fully adjustable piece of equipment.

- Secure lighting bracket for all types of habitat
- Allows secure positioning of light or heat sources

Light Stands
Single Code: 82332
Adjustable from 37cm to 63cm

Double Code: 82336
Adjustable from 43cm to 89cm
CERAMIC ES LAMP FIXTURE & MOUNTING BRACKET

Easily mountable, this heat resistant ceramic lamp fixture is suitable for various enclosures and for use with most E27 screw cap heat and light sources up to 200W.

Sturdy, coated metal mounting bracket
For use with all Komodo screw fit heating and lighting bulbs up to 200 watts
Heat and UV resistant for longer life
Long 170 cm cable with switch
Easy to fit with 4 x mounting apertures

Ceramic ES Lamp Fixture & Mounting Bracket
Code: 82303
Size: 10.5x10x6cm
Plug Cable Size: 172cm

LIGHT & HEAT GUARD

Light & heat guard is ideal for Wooden Vivariums.

The Guard is heat resistant and powder coated. It is easy to install with 6 short screws (not included) and twists to open at the base in order to allow bulbs to be changed very easily.

An essential piece of kit in wooden habitats used to prevent your animal coming into contact with its heat source and potentially injuring itself.

It comes in two different sizes; 175mm and 210mm.

Light & Heat Guard
175mm Code: 82334
Size: 175x12x15cm
210mm Code: 82335
Size: 210x12x15cm
HEATING

CERAMIC HEAT EMITTER

Ceramic heaters – the experts’ choice.

Ceramic heaters provide excellent levels of heat but emit no light. Ceramic heaters are longer lasting than conventional basking bulbs. Heat guards should be used when positioned inside a habitat.

The Ceramic Heat Emitter provides an efficient radiant heat source which creates a natural sun-like heat without visible light. Suitable for 24 hour use, they are ideal for constant radiant heat to simulate desert or tropical environments and help to increase the ambient air temperature to warm the skin, scales & bodies of reptiles.

This product must always be used in conjunction with a thermostat such as the Komodo Thermostat Pulse.

CERAMIC HEAT EMITTER

Ceramic heaters – the experts’ choice.

Ceramic heaters provide excellent levels of heat but emit no light. Ceramic heaters are longer lasting than conventional basking bulbs. Heat guards should be used when positioned inside a habitat.

The Ceramic Heat Emitter provides an efficient radiant heat source which creates a natural sun-like heat without visible light. Suitable for 24 hour use, they are ideal for constant radiant heat to simulate desert or tropical environments and help to increase the ambient air temperature to warm the skin, scales & bodies of reptiles.

This product must always be used in conjunction with a thermostat such as the Komodo Thermostat Pulse.

Ceramic Heat Emitter Black
50w Code: 82200 | 10x11.5x10cm
100w Code: 82201 | 10x11.5x10cm
150w Code: 82202 | 10x11.5x10cm

Ceramic Heat Emitter White
60w Code: U45520 | 8.5x11.5x8.5cm
100w Code: U45521 | 8.5x11.5x8.5cm
150w Code: U45522 | 10x14x10cm
200w Code: U45523 | 10x14x10cm
250w Code: U45524 | 10x14x10cm
**THE ADVANCED HEAT MATS**

The perfect choice for gentle heat.

Komodo Advanced Heat Mats are made in the UK to the highest safety standards and are an excellent source of 24-hour heat to thoroughly warm a reptile from scale to bone. Advanced Heat Mats can be used as the sole source of heat for some reptile species, or in conjunction with another heat source, such as a Ceramic Heat Emitter in Black or White, for reptiles that prefer higher temperatures.

- Ideal for providing gentle heat for species that don't need high temperatures
- Great for providing cooler night-time temperatures
- Heat mats emit no light so ideal for vivariums in bedrooms
- Available in a wide range of sizes suitable for most enclosures
- Complete with a two year guarantee

**Advanced Heat Mat**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3w</td>
<td>Code: 82340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7w</td>
<td>Code: 82341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15w</td>
<td>Code: 82342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22w</td>
<td>Code: 82343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30w</td>
<td>Code: 82344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39w</td>
<td>Code: 82345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Advanced Heat Strip**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11w</td>
<td>Code: 82346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15w</td>
<td>Code: 82347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23w</td>
<td>Code: 82348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Advanced Cloth Heat Mat**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3w</td>
<td>Code: 82355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7w</td>
<td>Code: 82356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13w</td>
<td>Code: 82357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20w</td>
<td>Code: 82358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28w</td>
<td>Code: 82359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35w</td>
<td>Code: 82360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HEATING

Place the heat mat into your preferred position within the terrarium (back wall, side wall, or ceiling).

SAFETY NOTE
Komodo recommend that the advanced heat mat range should be used in conjunction with an appropriate thermostat. When using a thermostat with a heat mat, please make sure that the probe is in contact with the heat mat at all times.

We recommend the Komodo Thermostat 100w with our heat mats

Thermostat 100w
Code: 82320
THERMOSTATS

ON / OFF THERMOSTATS

Precision is paramount when using any thermostatically controlled heat source, and our On/Off Thermostats are guaranteed to maintain the required temperature to within 1 degree Celsius from around the probe. Using a Komodo Thermostat will give every user peace of mind that their reptile is in a comfortable and controlled environment.

How they work: On/off stats are the least expensive and the most basic thermostat in the Komodo range and they regulate the temperature by switching the heater on and off. If the sensor reads a temperature that is too warm, it switches the heater off. Too cold, it switches the heater on.

Ideal for: We recommend the use of the 100W Thermostat with our Advanced Heat Mats, whilst the 300W Thermostat can be used with any of our incandescent Spotlight Bulbs and Ceramic Heat Lamps.

Thermostat 100w
Code: 82320
Unit Size: 8x5x3cm
Plug & Socket Cable Size: 85cm
Probe Cable size 85cm

Thermostat 300w
Code: 82321
Unit Size: 8x5x3cm
Plug & Socket Cable Size: 85cm
Probe Cable size 85cm

THERMOSTAT DIMMING
The most popular and versatile thermostat.

Precision is paramount when using any thermostatically controlled heat source, and our Dimming Thermostat is guaranteed to maintain the required temperature to within 1 degree Celsius from around the probe. The soft dimming setting enables a natural heat and light control which precisely monitors air and surface temperatures for an accurate thermal gradient.

Ideal for: All types of reptile heating devices up to 600 watts such as our range of Incandescent Bulbs or Ceramic Heat Lamps.

Thermostat Dimming 600w
Code: 82322
Unit Size: 8x5x3cm
Plug & Socket Cable Size: 85cm
Probe Cable size 85cm

THERMOSTAT PULSE
Especially for heat mats and ceramics.

Precision is paramount when using any thermostatically controlled heat source, and our energy saving Pulse Thermostat is guaranteed to maintain the required temperature to within 1 degree Celsius from around the probe for an accurate thermal gradient.

Ideal for: advanced or breeding project enclosures, where photoperiods replicating night and day are necessary such as the Komodo Ceramic Heat Lamps.

Thermostat Pulse 600w
Code: 82323
Unit Size: 8x5x3cm
Plug & Socket Cable Size: 85cm
Probe Cable size 85cm
MONITORING

Monitoring of temperature and humidity within an enclosure is essential to providing every species with the correct environment.

The Komodo range offers a selection of digital and analogue thermometers and hygrometers which provide instant readings and are incredibly easy to use.

Also available in this range is the infrared thermometer which provides instant readings from any part of the enclosure, just point and click.

**ANALOGUE**

Thermometer Code: 82400
Size: 5x5cm

Hygrometer Code: 82401
Size: 5x5cm

**ANALOGUE**

Combined Thermometer & Hygrometer Code: 82402
Size: 7.5x7.5cm

**DIGITAL**

Thermometer Code: 82403
Unit Size: 6.5x3.5cm
Probe Cable size 100cm

Hygrometer Code: 82404
Unit Size: 6.5x3.5cm
Probe Cable size 100cm

**DIGITAL**

Combined Thermometer & Hygrometer Code: 82405
Unit Size: 13.5x7.5cm
Probe Cable size 197cm

**DIGITAL**

Infrared Thermometer Code: 82406
Size: 9.5x4.5x3cm
ADVANCED DIGITAL GAUGES
Accurate and clear display

Our Advanced Digital Gauges are compact and easy to use. The units offer a range of mounting options from mounting on wooden habitats or clipping to the top of our Glass Terrariums. The Units have easy to use controls and clear monitoring readouts.

ADVANCED DIGITAL
Thermometer Code: 82407
Unit Size: 12x9cm
Probe Cable size 98cm

ADVANCED DIGITAL
Hygrometer Code: 82408
Unit Size: 12x9cm
Probe Cable size 98cm

ADVANCED DIGITAL
Combined Digital Thermometer & Hygrometer Code: 82409
Unit Size: 12x9cm
Probe Cable size 98cm
REPTILE CARPET
Code: 83028
Size: 60 x 50cm
Code: 83029
Size: 120 x 60cm
Pack size: individual

Komodo Reptile Carpet is a soft substrate that can be used with snakes, lizards, amphibians, tortoises and terrestrial turtles. Its absorbent soft surface is kind to the soft belly of your reptile. The carpet is easy to use and can be cut to fit any terrarium or habitat size. Simply rinse clean when soiled or replace when necessary.
**SUBSTRATES**

All Komodo's natural substrates aid in the establishment of the correct environment for a reptile or amphibian and come from 100% renewable sources.

Creating the correct environment for an individual species is vital for promoting their natural behaviour. Whether they require an environment which is arboreal, terrestrial, burrowing or they need a humid or a dry habitat, Komodo substrates have been chosen with a specific species needs in mind.

**FINE ORCHID BARK FOREST TERRAIN**

- **6 Litre Code:** 83006
- **Size:** 30x40cm
- **12 Litre Code:** 83007
- **Size:** 35x46cm
- **24 Litre Code:** 83008
- **Size:** 50x42cm

Komodo's Orchid Bark Forest Terrain is the perfect substrate for forest and tropical set ups and can be used for wet or dry environments. This natural bark chippings substrate is sourced from a 100% organic renewable resource.

**ORCHID BARK FOREST TERRAIN**

- **6 Litre Code:** 83000
- **Size:** 30x40cm
- **12 Litre Code:** 83001
- **Size:** 35x46cm
- **24 Litre Code:** 83002
- **Size:** 50x42cm

Komodo's Orchid Bark Forest Terrain is the perfect substrate for forest and tropical set ups and can be used for wet or dry environments. This natural bark chippings substrate is sourced from a 100% organic renewable resource.

**NATURAL SAND**

- **5kg Code:** 82058
- **Size:** 10x12cm

Komodo Natural Sand is ideal to create an arid habitat for your desert dwelling reptiles. The sand is natural and it encourages your reptile to dig and burrow.
SUBSTRATES

ASPEN BEDDING TERRAIN
6 Litre Code: U46035
Size: 30x40cm
12 Litre Code: 83005
Size: 35x46cm
14kg Bulk Sack Code: U37005
Komodo’s Aspen Bedding is the world’s most popular snake bedding, made from wood from the Aspen tree. A 100% natural substrate, it encourages natural burrowing behaviour, but more importantly holds its shape when burrowed into, allowing snakes to build their own den.

COCONUT TERRAIN
6 Litre Code: U46010
Size: 30x40cm
12 Litre Code: 83009
Size: 35x46cm
Komodo’s 100% organic Coconut Terrain is made from coconut husk and can be used for wet or dry environments. Safe if accidentally ingested, it is an environmentally friendly product and pH neutral.

FINE BEECH CHIPS
6 Litre Code: 83013
Size: 30x40cm
12 Litre Code: 83014
Size: 35x46cm
Bulk 15kg Code: 83015
Komodo’s Beech Chips offer a versatile flooring solution for most reptiles including snakes, lizards or tortoises. Ideal for use with reptiles requiring an arid environment.

BEECH CHIPS
6 Litre Code: 83010
Size: 30x40cm
12 Litre Code: 83011
Size: 35x46cm
Bulk 15kg Code: 83012
Komodo’s Beech Chips offer a versatile flooring solution for most reptiles including snakes, lizards or tortoises. Ideal for use with reptiles requiring an arid environment.

TROPICAL TERRAIN
6 Litre Code: U46015
Size: 30x40cm
Komodo’s Tropical Terrain is a natural substrate ideal for woodland or rainforest habitats. Chosen by professional breeders worldwide, it encourages natural burrowing behaviour.

COMPACT BRICK
Small Code: U46000
Size: 10x10x6cm
Standard Code: U46001
Size: 10x20x6cm
Triple Pack Code: U46005
Size: 10x20x17cm
The Tropical Terrain Compact Brick is a natural substrate ideal for woodland or rainforest habitats. Chosen by professional breeders worldwide, it encourages natural burrowing behaviour. Each compact brick expands to seven times their size when placed in water.
HABITAT MOSS
Compact Brick
Code: 83030
Size: 20x10.5x1.5cm
Brilliant for providing humidity within a set up it provides an ideal substrate to aid with reptiles shedding skin and creating a natural environment. Each compact brick expands to seven times their size when placed in water.

HABITAT MOSS
1.5 Litre Code: 83003
Size: 22x24cm
3 Litre Code: 83004
Size: 28x29cm
Komodo’s Habitat Moss is natural, locally sourced Sphagnum Moss. Brilliant for providing humidity within a set up it provides an ideal substrate to aid with reptiles shedding skin and creating a natural environment.

TORTOISE ECO TERRAIN
10 Litre Code: 83020
Size: 38x43cm
Tortoise Eco Terrain has been created to meet the flooring needs of Mediterranean, Russian and other species of tortoises found in arid environments. This substrate helps to replicate the terrain found in their natural environment and a deep layer of Tortoise Eco Terrain aids in allowing tortoises to carry out normal burrowing behaviour.

STRAW TERRAIN
6 Litre Code: 83025
Size: 30x40cm
12 Litre Code: 83026
Size: 35x46cm
Komodo Straw Terrain is a naturally soft substrate, which due to it being suitable for dry environments, is ideal for use with tortoises and a wide range of snakes and lizards. Made from 100% natural straw, this eco-friendly, sustainable and bio-degradable substrate is virtually dust free and will break down to fine particles if they become wet and will break down in the same way if accidently swallowed reducing the risk of impaction.
SUBSTRATES

CACO³ SAND

Made from 100% Calcium Carbonate, CA CO³ sand has been developed to provide a safe and hygienic terrain for many desert dwelling reptiles. Designed to be digestible if inadvertently swallowed it reduces the risk of impaction in a reptile. Available in a wide range of colours, it is ideal for achieving anything from a natural set-up to a vibrant enclosure.

TOP TIP FOR TORTOISE KEEPERS:
If CA CO³ sand is the chosen substrate when keeping tortoises, it is recommended that only natural colours are used.

NOW SUPPLIED IN STANDING BAGS FOR EASY MERCHANDISING!

CA CO³ CRIMSON
4kg Code: U46082

CA CO³ WHITE
4kg Code: U46070
Size: 23x30x10cm

CA CO³ CARAMEL
4kg Code: U46058
Size: 23x30x10cm

CA CO³ BLACK
4kg Code: U46080
Size: 23x30x10cm

CA CO³ PURPLE
4kg Code: U46088
Size: 23x30x10cm

CA CO³ BLUE
4kg Code: U46076
Size: 23x30x10cm
CACO3 TURQUOISE
4kg Code: U46066
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 GREEN
4kg Code: U46078
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 APPLE GREEN
4kg Code: U46062
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 TERRACOTTA
4kg Code: U46074
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 ORANGE
4kg Code: U46064
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 CRIMSON
4kg Code: U46082
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 PINK
4kg Code: 82050
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 BLEND
4kg Code: U46086
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 VOLCANIC BLEND
4kg Code: 82055
Size: 23x30x10cm

CACO3 AMETHYST BLEND
4kg Code: 82056
Size: 23x30x10cm
NATURAL DECOR

Made from 100% natural materials, our new range of terrarium decorations are a natural alternative to plastic or resin hides. Each of the products offers either a place to hide or bask or the flexibility to be easily moulded into many different forms such as hides or bridges. All the products are ideal for use with the majority of reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates.

Created using renewable sources and 100% natural materials, each piece of our natural décor is individual and can be easily shaped and cut to suit any size or style of terrarium. Ideal for creating areas to hide, bask or climb, and perfect for providing a rich, natural environment for many different species.

**FOREST TUNNEL**
**Small Code: 82736**
Size: Approx 15x6x6cm
**Large Code: 82737**
Size: Approx 20x7x7cm
**X Large Code: 82738**
Size: Approx 25x7x7cm
**Supersize Code: 82739**
Size: Approx 30x7.5x7.5cm
Pack size: individual

**FOREST JELLY POT HOLDER**
Code: 83262
Size: Approx 10x4cm
Pack size: individual

**JELLY POTS MIXED FLAVOURS**
Jar of 60 Code: 83255
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**NATURAL DECOR**

**GRASSY HIDE**
Code: 82731  
Size: Approx 22x17x21cm  
Pack size: individual

**NATURAL BASKING PLATFORM**
Code: 82732  
Size: Approx 30x22x25cm  
Pack size: individual

**COCONUT DEN**
Code: U46327  
Size: Approx 11.5x11.5x6cm  
Pack size: individual

**BAMBOO TUNNEL**
Code: 82710  
Size: Approx 30x6.5x6.5cm  
Pack size: individual

**BAMBOO HI DEY HOLE**
8” Code: U34190  
Size: Approx 20cm  
Pack size: individual

**WOODEN HIDE**
Small Code: 82723  
Size: Approx 12x6x8cm  
Medium Code: 82724  
Size: Approx 12x6x13cm  
Large Code: 82725  
Size: Approx 14x5x18cm  
X Large Code: 82726  
Size: Approx 19x10x28cm  
Pack size: individual

**WOODEN CAVE**
Medium Code: 82727  
Size: Approx 13x10x9cm  
Large Code: 82728  
Size: Approx 15x12x16cm  
X Large Code: 82729  
Size: Approx 19x17x24cm  
Pack size: individual
FLEXI STIX
Small Code: 82733
Size: Approx 21x10x1.5cm
Medium Code: 82734
Size: Approx 27x17x2cm
Large Code: 82735
Size: Approx 46x30x3.5cm
Pack size: individual

HABITAT CORK BARK
Mini Code: U46300
Size: 18x12cm Approx
Small Code: U46301
Size: 24x16cm Approx
Medium Code: U46302
Size: 28x18cm Approx
Large Code: U46303
Size: 34x20cm Approx
XL Code: U46304
Size: 39x24cm Approx
5kg Code: U46310
10kg Code: U46311
Pack size: individual

LIANA ROOT 90CM
Code: 82715
Size: 90cm / 35.5”
Pack of 6
Komodo’s Natural Tropical Vines are made from safe and flexible Coconut fibres for reptiles to climb and explore.

Easy to shape for a realistic & natural reptile habitat, they have a natural coating to help prevent reptile injury. Hygienic, easy to clean & low maintenance, they are just the thing for reptile species that need to climb, bask and feed off the ground.

**NATURAL TROPICAL VINE**

- **Wide Code: 82708**
- **Size: 90x2.5cm**
- **Pack size: individual**

**NATURAL TROPICAL VINE**

- **Small Code: 82705**
- **Size: 180x0.5cm**
- **Medium Code: 82706**
- **Size: 180x1cm**
- **Large Code: 82707**
- **Size: 180x2cm**

**NATURAL TROPICAL VINE BRANCH**

- **Small Code: 82718**
- **Size: 10x48cm**
- **Large Code: 82719**
- **Size: 10x51cm**
- **Pack size: individual**

**NATURAL TROPICAL VINE REEL**

- **Small Code: 82714**
- **Size: 1500x0.5cm**
- **Medium Code: 82716**
- **Size: 1500x1cm**
- **Large Code: 82717**
- **Size: 1500x1.5cm**
- **Pack size: individual**

**NATURAL TROPICAL TUNNEL - GREEN**

- **Small Code: 82709**
- **Size: 19x8.5cmx8.5cm**
- **Large Code: 82711**
- **Size: 25x8.5x8.5cm**
- **Pack size: individual**
**DECOR**

**NATURAL TROPICAL TUNNEL - BROWN**
Small Code: 82712  
Size: 19x8.5cmx8.5cm  
Large Code: 82713  
Size: 25x8.5x8.5cm  
Pack size: individual

**Komodo’s Latex Tropical Vines** are made from safe and flexible latex for reptiles to climb and explore. Easy to shape for a realistic & natural reptile habitat, they have an artificial coating to help prevent reptile injury. Hygienic, easy to clean & low maintenance, they are just the thing for arboreal reptile species that need to climb, bask and feed off the ground.

**TROPICAL VINE REEL**
Small Code: U46120  
Size: 1500x0.5cm  
Large Code: U46122  
Size: 1500x1cm  
Pack size: individual

**TROPICAL VINE**
Small Code: 82700  
Size: 180x0.5cm  
Medium Code: 82701  
Size: 180x1cm  
Large Code: 82702  
Size: 180x2cm  
Pack size: individual

**TROPICAL VINE BRANCH**
Small Code: 82703  
Size: 10x48cm  
Large Code: 82704  
Size: 10x51cm  
Pack size: individual
DECOR

The Komodo range provides an extensive choice of heavy duty resin hides with a natural finish, catering for many species. Suitable from hatchling to adult.

The importance of a dedicated hiding area for many species should never be underestimated; it can be key to maintaining a healthy, calm, reptile. Lack of a sheltered hiding space can lead to stress which in turn can be detrimental to a reptiles appetite and activity levels.

**FOREST HIDING DEN**
**Code:** 82959  
**Size:** 23x9x12cm  
**Pack size:** individual

**FOREST DUAL FEEDER**
**Code:** 82960  
**Size:** 25x8.5x12cm  
**Pack size:** individual

**FOREST TUNNEL HIDE**
**Code:** 82963  
**Size:** 23x10x19cm  
**Pack size:** individual
FOREST LOG
Small Code: 82961
Size: 17x6x6cm
Large Code: 82962
Size: 23x8x7cm
Pack size: individual

Pack with moss to provide a damp hide.

NANO FOREST DAINTREE
Small Code: 82953
Size: 7.5x7x6cm
Large Code: 82956
Size: 9x10x6.5cm

Ideal for Komodo Nano Habitats.

NANO FOREST VALDIVIAN
Small Code: 82954
Size: 7x7.5x5cm
Large Code: 82957
Size: 9x11x7cm

NANO FOREST KINABALU
Small Code: 82955
Size: 8x6x4cm
Large Code: 82958
Size: 9x10x6.5cm
**DECOR**

**JELLY POT ROCK DEN**
Small Code: 82948  
Size: 16x9x9cm  
Large Code: 82949  
Size: 19x10.5x11cm  
Pack size: individual

Hiding place for Snakes & Reptiles

**WIDE ENTRANCE ROCK DEN**
Small Code: 82936  
Size: 18.5x16x7cm  
Medium Code: 82937  
Size: 28x28x13cm  
Large Code: 82938  
Size: 28x28x13cm  
X Large Code: 82939  
Size: 34x28x12cm  
Pack size: individual
CAVE DEN
Sandstone Code: 82950
Brown Code: 82951
Grey Code: 82952
Size: 14x12x11cm
Pack size: individual

SMALL ROCK DEN
Sandstone Code: 82900
Brown Code: 82901
Grey Code: 82902
Size: 14x15.5x7cm
Pack size: individual

MEDIUM ROCK DEN
Sandstone Code: 82903
Brown Code: 82904
Grey Code: 82905
Size: 18.5x18.5x10cm
Pack size: individual

LARGE ROCK DEN
Sandstone Code: 82906
Brown Code: 82907
Grey Code: 82908
Size: 24x20x8cm
Pack size: individual

SMALL CORNER BASKING RAMP/HIDE
Sandstone Code: 82927
Brown Code: 82928
Grey Code: 82929
Size: 20x18x10cm
Pack size: individual

LARGE CORNER BASKING RAMP/HIDE
Sandstone Code: 82930
Brown Code: 82931
Grey Code: 82932
Size: 28x24x11cm
Pack size: individual

LARGE BASKING PLATFORM RAMP
Sandstone Code: 82924
Brown Code: 82925
Grey Code: 82926
Size: 42x14x15cm
Pack size: individual
Add a touch of ‘extinction’ to a habitat. Komodo’s new dinosaur resins will add character and new dimensions to any type of set-up. Made from high density resin they are easy to clean and various access points means they provide a reptile with a secure place to hide.

**RAPTOR SKULL**
- **Small Code:** 82942
- **Size:** 19x6.5x8cm
- **Large Code:** 82943
- **Size:** 24x8x9cm
- **Extra Large Code:** 82946
- **Size:** 31x10x12cm
- **Pack size:** individual

**T-REX SKULL**
- **Small Code:** 82944
- **Size:** 15x8x8cm
- **Large Code:** 82945
- **Size:** 17x8x9cm
- **Extra Large Code:** 82947
- **Size:** 26x11x13cm
- **Pack size:** individual
STANDING PLANTS

**EVERGREEN CANOPY**
Code: 82541  
Size: 35cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**TROPICAL CANOPY**
Code: 82542  
Size: 31cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**BROADLEAF CANOPY**
Code: 82543  
Size: 26cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**WOODLAND CANOPY**
Code: U46220  
Size: 42cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**RAINFOREST CANOPY**
Code: U46221  
Size: 36cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**JUNGLE CANOPY**
Code: U46222  
Size: 42cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**SPIDER ORCHID**
Code: 82512  
Size: 40cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**ANTHURIUM BUSH**
Code: 82513  
Size: 29cm  
Pack Size: Individual

**STAR CACTUS**
Code: 82502  
Size: 13cm  
Pack Size: Individual
Standing plants are an attractive addition to any reptile or amphibian set-up. Komodo offers a great range to help create a visually appealing display for the owner and an ideal habitat enclosure for the animal.

**Finger Cactus**
- Code: 82501
- Size: 20cm
- Pack Size: Individual

**Boston Fern**
- Code: 82510
- Small (25cm)
- Code: 82511
- Large (36cm)
- Pack Size: Individual

**Plant Small**
- Code: 81002
- Size: 16.5cm
- Pack Size: Mixed Pack of 12

**Bamboo Fall**
- Code: 81006
- Size: 56cm
- Pack of 3

**Boxwood**
- Code: 81018
- Size: 28cm
- Mixed Pack of 3

**Pineapple Mat**
- Code: 81023
- Size: 13.5cm
- Mixed Pack of 3

**Tall Grass Black**
- Code: 82549
- Small (21cm)
- Code: 82550
- Medium (37cm)
- Code: 82551
- Large (50cm)
- Pack of 3

**Tall Grass Rusted**
- Code: 82552
- Small (21cm)
- Code: 82554
- Large (50cm)
- Pack of 3
HANGING PLANTS

SUMATRA HANGING VINE
Code: U46200 13cm
Code: U46201 23cm
Code: U46202 40cm
Pack size: individual

BORNEO HANGING VINE
Code: U46205 13cm
Code: U46206 23cm
Code: U46207 40cm
Pack size: individual

FICUS SILK HANGING VINE
Code: 82520 35cm
Code: 82521 45cm
Code: 82522 60cm
Pack size: individual

PAPAYA LEAF HANGING VINE
Code: 82526 35cm
Code: 82527 45cm
Code: 82528 60cm
Pack size: individual

CROTON PLANT
Code: 82529 30cm
Code: 82530 40cm
Code: 82531 60cm
Pack size: individual

SPLIT PHILODENDRON PLANT
Code: 82532 30cm
Code: 82533 40cm
Code: 82534 60cm
Pack size: individual

PHILODENDRON PLANT
Code: 82535 30cm
Code: 82536 40cm
Code: 82537 60cm
Pack size: individual